
July 10,2008 
It's Not The Crime, It's The Cover-Up 
 
(I know, I know, long time in between blogs.  Not every place I go has internet so 
posting is going to be sparse this month and the first half of next month as well.)   
 
They say that the biggest crimes come when people try to cover up the lesser 
crimes they have committed.  I see most of what is outrageously wrong out on 
the rez, as being the product of attempts to 'cover up' original, smaller crimes.   
 
Eddie "Fish" issues a ticket to Poopsie, who is a cop but who has no driver's 
license (and therefore should never have been allowed to drive, much less drive 
government vehicles), so Poopsie, in order to prevent himself or any of his 
Turdling Siblings from ever getting another ticket, murders Eddie Peltier.  If ever 
there was a definition of "overkill" this would be it.  
 
Then, to cover up the murder that he and the turdling siblings committed, he and 
they, along with the wise guidance of Turdy Momma, drag the battered body 
around the rez in the back of the Blazer, everyone covered in blood, to the illegal 
gambling party at Mo Azure's house, thereby letting about another twenty people 
know that they murdered Eddie Fish.  And then they drag in the body, to the 
home where the sisters were told to bathe him and clean him up.  Paying of 
course, with a couple of six packs of beer.  (Who wants a Heineken?) I hear it 
was cheap beer, so maybe Heineken is a stretch.  
 
Let us review: Traffic ticket to murder; murder to involving dozens of cousins in 
the cover up; paid in beer.  So far, so weird.  It gets weirder.  
 
Now, staging the crime scene on the Highway involved putting the freshly 
washed, now unrecognizable body, dressed in Q'ball's pants (7" too long for 
Eddie), wearing shoes that did not belong to him, a shirt no one had ever seen 
him wear (doubtless one of Poopsie's), is being dragged in and out of the back of 
the other blazer (Weenie Boy and Poopsie had twin blazers.  They liked to be 
'twinsies'. ).  They would start to take the body out, and then traffic would come 
by, so they would have to shove the body back in.  The whole time unaware that 
another 6 people who were in the vicinity were watching. (Oh yeah, be sure when 
you want to dump a body, you put it at the party spot on the road.  That would 
make it look like he had been partying and got drunk and got run over, but it also 
leaves open the possibility that chronic partyers would be in the vicinity and 
witness the whole thing.  Not to mention the drunk whose girlfriend threw him out 
and he was walking in the ditch to avoid being arrested for 'drunk walking' and he 
ended up seeing the whole thing from less than 6 feet away, behind some 
shrubs. 
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Now that the body in on the road, you have to run it over (Who wants to drive my 
Blazer?) a couple of times.  Of course, Jeannie Charbonneau (Work's at the local 
store so you can visit her there and ask her if she had fun that night) she was 
screaming her head off and Q Ball was yelling for her to shut up, while Poopsie 
yells at both of them to 'be quiet!' (Good, that way no one will hear, right?).  
 
Then you have to call the cops to report that you 'found' the body (everyone has 
already seen you all with the body, pulling it out of the Blazer, arranging it on the 
road, running it over, so best to try and be the first to 'report' the find).  But, it will 
take time to get the story together, so send Screamy Charbonneau and Weenie 
Boy 'walking' to the cop shop to file a report.  That way they can discuss the best 
lie to stick to on the way there.  
 
Let's Review: Ticket to murder; murder to witnesses and tampering with evidence 
and concealing a crime; to staging the scene, filing false police reports (many, as 
they changed hourly, daily, weekly, monthly..) 
 
And when all of that failed to pass the sniff test and the Chief of Police, Melvin 
Grey Bear did not buy the 'hit and run' scenario and wrote:"homicide" on the 
death certificate (Cops get to declare cause of death in indian country) (which is 
why Poopsie wanted Grey Bear out, so he could take over... declare a lot of 
'accidents' and 'suicides' and cover up a host of family rapes, molests, thefts, 
embezzlements and a few other murders...). 
 
Problem/No Problem 
 
Now we have a problem. How to get rid of Melvin Grey Bear: No problem.   
 
Beat up a few people who know you did the murder (and were silly enough to try 
and blackmail you with it) and make them tell a different story.  One that puts 
Melvin Grey Bear into an apparent "conflict of interest" situation. Claiming his 
son, Loren Grey Bear, was at the party at a house near where the body was 
found, and was the killer.  
 
Only problem is: Loren has an airtight alibi:  He was throwing a party at his folks 
house (Cat's away, mice play)while the parents were in Montana.  20 or more 
people could swear to his whereabouts.  
 
No Problem.  Take all the witnesses and change them into 'suspects' and then 
beat them up, threaten them and their families if they don't testify against Loren.  
Those who would not testify against Loren, ended up as defendants with Loren.  
Even people that were neither at Loren's party or who knew anything about the 
murder.  It was a crazy quilt of alibi witnesses who stated that this person came 
home from the party at this time, which would be a double alibi because it 
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supported the first alibi witness for Loren, etc).  Eventually, people who did not 
like each other and would not have been at the same party, became co-
defendants for a murder they had nothing to do with.  
 
None of that could have been accomplished without the help of Spencer 
Helleckson, a raging drunk FBI Agent, a handful of corrupt BIA Cops; corrupt US 
ATTORNEYs (Dennis Fisher and Lynn Crooks), and one of the most egregiously 
racist Federal judges (Paul Benson)ever to don a black robe.  I think Benson 
secretly wanted to wear a white sheet and hood as he sat on the bench, but I 
guess that would have been 'too' obvious?  
 
Again for the Review: traffic ticket, murder, accomplices and accessories to 
murder, witnesses to silence, perjured statements and testimony, crooked 
agents, USAGs, racist judge (things falling together quite nicely).   
 
Oh yeah, now we need the ultimate fall guy: An outsider.  Back when the murder 
was being planned and Sissy Bigtrack became involved in helping plan the 
murder (she did not know it was going to be murder at first, only found out later), 
she was told to get her cousin, Richard La Fuente to come out to the rez.  She 
made up some lie about a check for over $1500 being issued to enrolled 
members, but that he had to be on the rez to get the money.  He lived in Texas at 
the time.  Originally, it was just supposed to be a murder by getting Eddie Fish so 
drunk, and drugging his beer so that he could not defend himself, and then they 
would kill him and stage a hit and run, and find a witness later, if they needed 
one, to identify Richard La Fuente's vehicle at the scene at the time.   
 
It just got so messy with all the blood, the yelling, then the clean up (House could 
not be cleaned up.  They demolished it, including all the cement walkways, 2 
days after the murder and rebuilt the 'new' home for Pisster, which I believe she 
lives in to this day). 
 
In order to make the fall guy thing work, and get Melvin Grey Bear out of the 
picture, they had to put Richard at the party at the house near the scene of the 
body dump, with Loren Grey Bear.  Melvin was quickly transferred to Idaho so he 
could not take statements from witnesses that trusted him, nor could he protect 
his family from that distance.   
 
To Do List 
 
Murder Eddie. CHECK 
 
Clean up and re-dress body. CHECK 
 
Stage Scene.  CHECK 
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Create False Statements. CHECK, CHECK, CHECK, CHECK (Screamy, 
Poopsie, Weenie Boy and Bruce McKay) 
 
Oh, and get back up liar to confirm original story of the hit and run, Pete 
Belgarde---OOps.  Forgot to tell Pete of the changes in the plan.  There he was, 
showed up at the scene, giving the cocked story about how he was feeding his 
horses and heard squealing tires, ran out and saw a vehicle that looked (describe 
Richard La Fuente's El Camino (Ranchero?) here now).  
 
Dutifully, the CHP first on the scene took measurements, photos, and was about 
to look at the blazer to see if it could have been (since it was the only vehicle on 
the scene) involved, but was immediately replaced by a rookie who had no 
experience in accident scene investigations. (Send the guy with 17 years 
experience back to the station.  Rookie takes over from here. 
 
Meanwhile, Belgarde is given the sliced throat signal from Poopsie to 'keep it 
brief' but he launches into the full previously agreed upon story.  But, Rookie had 
no sense and no way to investigate.  It was all an unfortunate accident to him.  
 
Not until Melvin wrote: "Homicide" on the Death Certificate, would they really 
need that story again. 
 
Back to our list: 
 
Threaten and intimidate all witnesses to the real murder: 
CHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKC
HECK 
 
Time goes by: 
 
Murder must be investigated.  
 
Create False party:CHECK 
 
Create False Witnesses:CHECK 
 
Intimidate Alibi Witnesses: CHECK 
 
Crooked FBI Agent: CHECK 
 
Corrupt USAGs (with big flashy egos) CHECKCHECK 
 
Moron Racist Judge: CHECK 
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Keep the Jury in complete darkness:CHECK 
 
Scare them about Indian Uprisings: CHECK 
 
Make sure there are no Indians on the Jury: CHECK 
 
Intimidate or Bribe any Appeals Judge that would set a new trial: CHECK 
 
Problem/ No Problem: 
 
Several of the Convictions were overturned. No problem.  Just as long as Richard 
La Fuente, and his friend John Lopez (who happened to come along for the ride 
that fateful summer) remained in prison, no one would ever reopen the case, and 
no one would ever investigate Poopsie, the Turdclan, or their cronies.   
 
They could create a power base that prevented them from ever being 
investigated (with one notable exception) for the rapes, murders, incest and more 
that they live by.  
 
They have become politically powerful, with Senators and Congressmen giving 
them millions of our taxpayer dollars without audit or follow up.  They in turn, 
keep the powerful in office.  Sometimes it is by extortion (special cameras in 
special places with very young children work wonders to keep people from 
turning you in).  
 
And since nothing that goes on in Indian Country is ever reported in the 
mainstream media, not even the substandard body armor that put our soldiers 
into their graves, or as the walking wounded, not even that is reported so the US 
Public is never alarmed enough to investigate the breadth and depth of 
corruption in Indian Country, with our top politicians woven into the fabric like fat 
cats or trapped bugs, depending on whether they take payoffs or afraid of being 
exposed or both, the murder of Eddie Peltier, and so many others, remains a 
permanent stain that darkens the lives of our nation, spreading the 
consequences of unbridled criminal enterprises (drugs, rape, robbery) seeping 
out from the borders of the rez, into the homes and lives of every one of us.   
 
CHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECK. 
 
We have all become party to the murder and the cover-up, the false 
imprisonment of Richard and the others, and the corruption that is ongoing, and 
even gets our soldiers killed, while no one, but no one, even asks: What is going 
on out there?  
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Because, I fear, the people who make the most money from all of this, don't want 
us to know.  And they own a whole lot of media, advertising, and are politically 
powerful.  We applaud what they tell us because they only tell us what makes 
them look good. It's time all of us started looking deeper into how things work: In 
our government, in Indian Country and how the same templates of corruption and 
abuse that have worked so well at keeping Indian People marginalized for over a 
century, are being applied in our policies towards other countries, and making us 
look very ugly.  
 
It would appear, more and more, that we are the last to know what it is that is 
being done in our names, with our tax dollars, in Indian Country and around the 
globe.  
 
It is time we all woke up.  It is time we all learned how to come together. We start 
by making changes in our own lives, in our family and in our communities.  And 
then we change our nation into the great nation it was meant to be.  
 
CHECK.  CHECK.   CHECK. 
 
These crimes have been covered up with so many worse crimes for so long, we 
have become accustomed to playing our part by doing nothing.  We think it is too 
big. Nothing is too big if we come together.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 

 


